We propose the advanced sub-pixel block matching algorithm to reduce the computational complexity by using a statistical characteristic of SAD (Sum of Absolute Difference). Generally, the probability of the minimum SAD values is highest when a searching point has one pixel distance from the reference point. Thus, we can overcome high computational complexity problem by reducing the searching area. The main concept of proposed algorithm is one of the fast searching algorithms based on TSS (Three Step Search) method. First, we find three minimal SAD points of all nine searching points on integer distance and then we obtain two minimal SAD points on 1/2-pixel between the second minimal SAD point and the first, and between the third and first, respectively. Finally, we can find matching point by comparing the SAD values among six points which are on triangle from the first minimal SAD point and two 1/2-pixel points including 1/4-pixels. The proposed algorithm in this paper needs only 14 searching points in sub-pixel mode, whereas the conventional TSS method needs total 25 searching points. Therefore, this algorithm improves the processing speed as 51%.
INTRODUCTION
The image compression technologies have been researched on the removing the temporal and spatial redundancies. The H.264 video standard has higher computational complexity for traditional video compression methods, though it gives an efficient compression ratio. Thus, the fast and efficient methods of H.264 compression processing are requested for the real-time processing. Specially, the researches for the motion estimation (ME) and motion compensation (MC) in H.264 are carried out actively and widely since those took more than about 70% from the whole H.264 operation [4] . Generally, motion estimation in integer unit cannot obtain accurate motion estimation because the motion of object on video image does not move in integer unit, always. Thus, sub-pixel units such as 1/2-pixel and 1/4-pixel are used in order to accurate motion estimation in advanced video compression standard. For higher accuracy, H.264 standard uses 1/4-pixel ME/MC, whereas MPEG-4 part2 uses only 1/2-pixel. As this reason, the computational complexity of H.264 is remarkably increased by contrast with H.263 or MPEG-4 part 2.
In this paper, we propose the efficient and fast sub-pixel motion-search algorithm reducing the search area and a computational complexity. To evaluate our proposed algorithm, we compared with the test result of JM11.0. (1) where, N x N is the block size, and c ij and r ij are the sample image signal at position (i, j)of the current frame image and the reference frame image, respectively. I(x, y) represents the brightness at integer-pixel (x, y) or sub-pixel (x s , y s ). Fig. 1 shows the SAD-error distribution in the range of 1 ± from the reference point. The SAD error value is increased as far off from the reference as shown in Fig. 1 . The fact that The SAD errorsurface graph as shown Fig. 1 has high probability at quarter-pixel location is known from Table 1 which is obtained by experiments. Therefore, the 8 scores within ±1-pixel locationis have higher value and we could assume it include sub-pixel motion vector. Table 1 shows the property of SAD error-surface for several sequences. The findings of experiment indicated that more than 96% had a parabolic distribution of adjacent SAD values around the smallest SAD values. Therefore, pixel point which has the smallest SAD in integer pixel can be found using the parabolic distribution between neighboring pixels of SAD error surface. Then, the pixel point with the smallest SAD in integer pixel can be found using the distribution of SAD values after computing the SAD of values around pixels within the range of 1 based on that position. On the basis of that position, SAD of neighboring pixels within the range of 1 can be computed. Using the distribution property of computed SAD values, pixel position which has the smallest SAD in half pixel and quarter pixel can be forecasted. 
Ordinary Motion Estimation
Ordinary motion estimation used FS (Full Search). FS is the algorithm to search all (2R+1) 2 number of candidates. FS method has problems in applying to real time video clip compression system because heavy computation load is required, though it enables the most optimal motion vector by searching for all positions within the search range. Therefore, a lot of high speed algorithms have been proposed to resolve those problems.
Three Step Search
This algorithm is most widely known in its three step form, the 'three step search (TSS)', but it can be carried out with other numbers of steps. For a search window of ±(2 N -1) pixels, the TSS algorithm is as follows; 
PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In this paper, the second smallest SAD and the third smallest SAD can be found in integer pixel 8 points around the point which possess the smallest SAD in integer pixel to identify the sub pixel motion vector in that direction, using distribution property of SAD error surface, as shown in Fig. 1 . Therefore, 1/2-pixel and 1/4-pixel motion vector can be obtained through integer pixel SAD. In this regard, 1/2-pixel and 1/4-pixel motion vector can be obtained through the position of integer pixel SAD value.
As shown in Equation (3), it is found that both side points next to pixel have the biggest effect because of the characteristics of H.264, which interpolates 1/2-pixel with 6-tap FIR filter. Therefore, 1/2-pixel and 1/4-pixel motion estimation at a position between the second smallest SAD and the third smallest SAD where SAD was the smallestwas proposed, using the following property. If SAD is minimum at (x,y), 1/2-pixel motion vector can be obtained in the following way:
Step 1: Find (x,y) with the smallest SAD in integer pixel, and find the point which has the second smallest SAD and the third smallest SAD in the neighboring integer pixel point within
Step 2: Find 1/2-pixel SAD point between the second smallest SAD point and the third smallest SAD point.
Considering that the 1/2-pixel searching point has the motion estimation in the direction from the minimum SAD to the second largest and the third largest SAD, two searching points are enough.
In addition, 1/4-pixel searching point can be found using 1/2-pixel searching point, as shown in Fig. 4 . Find 1/4-pixel SAD value can be found by using two points and minimum integer SAD found in 1/2-pixel as shown in 
Therefore, the strength of the proposed method is that the computation was made simpler and the processing time was shortened because only 2 searching points were sought in 1/2-pixel and 3 searching points in 1/4-pixel, unlike the previous way which required 8 searching points for 1/2-pixel and 1/4-pixel.
IMPLEMENTATION BASED ON THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
The test was conducted using JM11.0 open source. Fast search algorithm embodied in JM11.0 were used exactly for integer pixel, and a comparison was made between the method which reduces the number of searching points for half and quarter pixel and the method which searches for in whole under existing method, and the result was summarized. The proposed algorithm is considered to embody the function nearly on a par with PSNR, compared with previous algorithm, to evaluate the image quality. A comparison was made between the method which searches 5 points under existing method and the proposed method, in order to validate the efficiency of the proposed method for sub pixel motion estimation.
Table2: Performance comparison about propose algorithm.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed the method of motion estimation in less complicated sub-pixel to ensure the efficient motion estimation process which comprises the largest portion of calculation in H.264, the next generation image compression codec with superb compression efficiency. The proposed method is to forecast the direction which has less error range in sub pixel to search for motion vector, using the error surface property and pixel interpolation property of SAD. Searching only in the direction forecast on the basis of the difference in SAD value, the searching point was remarkably reduced to two for half pixel and five for quarter pixel respectively, unlike existing method which required 8 searching points. The result of test based on the proposed method indicated that the time that it took to calculate was reduced by approximately 24% for encoder processing and by approximately 51% for sub pixel motion estimation, compared to the function of existing JM 11.0. Therefore, the efficiency of proposed method for motion estimation was validated. 
